
                                                         CLASS -___V____ 

Syllabus scheduled for the month of January, February 2017 

 

SUBJECT TOPICS TO BE COVERED 

 
ENGLISH  Lit: Demosthenes 

 Comp: Down on a By cycle 

 Modals 

 Vocabulary enrichment exercises 

 Poem appreciation and learning to write a 

Poem 

 Supplementary Reader : Panch Parmeshwar 
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MATHEMATICS  

Topic:  Profit and Loss 

 Understand the concept of Profit and Loss and 

the meaning of CP and SP  

 Solve simple problem of finding profit or loss 

when CP and SP is given  

 Solve simple problems of finding CP or SP when 

profit or loss is given 

  Using formulae to find CP, SP, Profit and Loss 

 Application of the concept of profit and loss in 

daily life problems 

     Topic:  Percentage 
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 Introduction of percent 

 Write the fraction with denominator 100 as 

percent 

 Change the given fraction into its equivalent 

fraction with denominator 100 to write it as 

percent 

 Change a mixed fraction into percent 

 Express the given percent as a fraction in its 

lowest form. 

 Change decimals into percent 

 Change percent  into decimals 

 Find the value of a given percent of a given 

Quantity 

 Solve Simple problems based on percent 

 Find profit or loss in daily life problems. 

 

-  

SOCIAL STUDIES  

 The British Raj and the First War of 

Independence 

 The Struggle of Independence 

 Gandhiji  leads the Nation 

 
 

SCIENCE  

 

. Force, Work and Energy: 

1. Force: what force can do? 

2. Types of forces: Muscular, gravitational and 

frictional force 

3. Advantages of friction 

4. Disadvantages of friction 

5. types of forces: Elastic force, Electrostatic force, 

Magnetic force 

6. Work 

7. Energy: heat, light, sound, wind, electrical and 

mechanical energy 

8. Hydroelectric Power 

9. Simple machine: lever, pulley, inclined plane, 



screw, wedges, wheel and axle 

Rocks and Minerals:  

1. Structure of Earth: Core mantle and crust 

2. Types of rocks: Igneous, Sedimentary and 

Metamorphic rocks and their examples. 

3. Minerals: metallic and non- metallic 

minerals 

4. Gold, silver, gemstones 

5. Mine, mining and miners  

 

 

 


